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1. COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 Course objectives  

The aim of the course is to develop a certain degree of productive use of the language (through 
oral and written communication) in the professional funcion, and  to develop the ability to 
understand the basic grammatical legality in English and their autonomous use in the example of 
language assignments in the profession.                                                                                                                  
The aim of the course is to develop linguistic competence in terms of adopting and extending the 
professional terminology,  adopting the concepts and key words of the  transport  terminology  
through the texts and materials  in the prescribed literature with the aim of developing basic skills: 
reading, listening, speaking and writing.                            

1.1.Conditions to enrol the course  

English Language II successfully attended  

1.2.Expected learning outcomes of the course  
 

Ishod 1 
 Analyze the types of conditional sentences (type 0,1,2,3; mixed); use narrative 
verb tenses correctly  

Ishod 2 
Adopt professional vocabulary; translate more complex professional text from 
English into Croatian  

Ishod 3 
Distinguish relative clauses (defining, non-defining and restrictive), use relative 
pronouns correctly  

Ishod 4 

Adopt professional terminology, translate a shorter, more complex professional 
text from Croatian into English, argue the content of texts using professional 
terminology, write a business letter related to shipping, packaging methods and 
mode of transportation. 

 
 

Content of the course 

INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE - English Language III 
The World of transport. Reading and discussion. Vocabulary development. Answering the 

questions. Inserting adequate words. Language focus: Conditional sentences. Exercises. 
Technology and the relationship between transport and communication. Discussion. 

Vocabulary. Questions. Writing: A summary. Language focus: Narrative tenses. Exercises. 
Public transport. Public transportation services. Safety-security-passenger comfort-warning 

systems-energy efficiency-air pollution. Vocabulary development. Writing: a summary. Word 



formation: suffixes and prefixes. Translation exercises. 
Urban public transport. Real-time control – scheduling - passenger information – fare collection 

- maintenance – strategic planning -management information. Questions. Vocabulary. 
Language focus: Pronouns - relative pronouns. Translation exercises. 
Travel and traffic information.  Traffic jams – accidents – roadworks. IRTE. Discussion. 

Questions. Vocabulary. 
Language focus: Relative sentences – defining nad non-defining. Exercises. 
Highway safety improvement. Reading and discussion. Higways in Croatia. Translation 

exercises. 
Business Correspondence: writing business letters related to shipping, packaging methods and 
mode of transportation. 

 

1.3.Types of teaching :  
lectures  
exercises       
work tasks 

 

1.4.Comments  

1.5. Obligations of the students 
Students are required to attend classes regularly, which means that attendance at classes is 
recorded by the signature of the student. Since the emphasis is on teaching and exercises, students 
are expected to actively participate in the teaching process, in individual and group work. In order 
to use English more successfully, students are also given various assignments (in class or as 
homework) that they are required to complete in order to take the final exam. 

 

1.6. Monitoring of students 

Attendance 0,5 
Activity in 
class 

0,5 
Seminar 
paper 

 
Experimental 
work 

 

Written 
exam 

1 Oral exam 1 Essay  Research  

Project  
Continuous 
assessment  

 Report  Practical work  

Portfolio    Work tasks x   

1.7.Assessment and evaluation of students' work during the classes and in  the final exam 

The final  grade  consists of: 
- Results of the 1st colloquium 
- Results of the 2nd colloquium 
- The results of the final exam 
- attendance and activitiy 
 

Example: point evaluation of learning outcomes on the exam 
 

Outco
me 

O 1. O 2. O 3. O 4. Obligati
ons 

Total 

Min. 12 12 12 12 2 48+2 
Max. 24 24 24 24 4 96+4 

 
 

Grading is based on the following distribution of points: 



Number of 
points  

Grade  

0,00-49,00 Unsatisfactory (1) 

50,00-59,00 Satisfactory (2) 

60,00-75,00 Good (3) 

76,00-90,00 Very good (4) 

91,00 or more Excellent (5) 

 

 
* Learning Outcome Challenge 

 

A student who has met the lower benchmark threshold for adopting knowledge, skills and 
competences from each learning outcome (achieved 12 or more points) can increase his/her 
acquired number of points through the so-called Learning Outcome Challenge. The student can 
earn up to 24 points through the extra credit. 

The Learning Outcome Challenge consists of writing a seminar paper on a given topic, making 
a presentation, a critical review of a court decision or designing a project/work in accordance with 
the approval of the lecturer. 

Important: The only way to increase the total number of points is with the Learning Outcome Challenge. 
Challenge points cannot be a substitute for points from the learning outcomes. 

 

1.8. Mandatory literature 

• Borka Bjelobrk - Katja Bošković-Gazdović: „Transport and Communications“, Zagreb, 2002. 
• Murphy R.: English Grammar in Use. Cambridge University Press, 2004. 
• Urbany M.: Business Letters in English, Školska knjiga, Zagreb, 1995. 
• Handouts  

 

1.9. Supplementary literature 

• Thomson A.J., Martinet A.V., A Practical English Grammar, Oxford University Press, 1986. 
• Thomson A.J., Martinet A.V., A Practical English Grammar-EXERCISES 1,2, Oxford 

University Press,1986. 
• Ž.Bujas.:Veliki englesko-hrvatski rječnik. Nakladni zavod Globus,Zagreb (or other authors) 

 

1.10. Quality assurance methods that ensure the acquisition of exit knowledge, skills and competences 

Keeping records of students attendance and activities, and information on student progress 
through independent assignments and preliminary exams will provide information needed for 
further instructions to students in order to increase the efficiency of their work, and also the 
teacher will receive earlier feedback on progress of the students and in which direction to 
“strengthen” the exercises in certain parts of the teaching. Students are informed of  their rights 
and obligations, as well as with the methods of work and the necessary literature. 

 
 
 


